
 

HD Online Player (Resident Evil 4 PC HD Movie CutScene) !!HOT!!

we tried not to rely on cutscenes in resident evil 4, but we still wanted to show off the series' best
moments. instead of a full on movie for each area of the game, we split up the cutscenes into two
types of scenes. the first is a pre-rendered cutscene. it's possible to interact with these cutscenes
using the action buttons, and for players to pick up items and interact with the environment. these
scenes are meant to be played to a complete narrative, rather than just providing ambiance and
atmosphere. the second type of cutscene is a real-time cutscene. while the first type offers the

benefit of being able to demonstrate a seamless transition between gameplay and cutscene, the
second is specifically meant to be played in real time, and without the benefit of any transition to

gameplay. the real-time cutscenes are meant to be more like moments in the gameplay itself, and
players are expected to become actively involved in the action. we set this second type of cutscene
to 30 frames per second for a smoother experience. lastly, we implemented a special cutscene for
the first time in the resident evil series. we called it the terror broadcast, and it is the ultimate in

cutscenes. it's a unique cutscene in the series, and it's something that we think might be a concept
that will come up again in the future. as mentioned earlier, our goal was to create a seamless

transition between gameplay and cutscenes. we did this by using the action button system we had
designed for resident evil 4. the player can interact with the cutscenes using the action buttons. if
the player presses the button, the cutscene will end and the player can continue playing the game.
we also designed the button system to reflect a cinematic atmosphere. when a button is pressed,

the camera will pan over to that direction.
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